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INDIAN VALLEY INDUSTRIES — TARPS DIVISION

For over 50 years, Indian Valley Industries has actively been in the business of tarp manufacturing.  Although 
some may be unfamiliar with our history, we’ve built a reputation on quality and service, with a specialty on 
custom specifications. 

Our manufacturing processes are setup for 
large or small size containment systems 
and typically include high-quality features 
including reinforced webbing, reinforced 
corners, and grommet application to 
specification. We source a wide variety of 
fabrics for manufacturing that can meet any 
state, federal or local specification. 

VALUE & SERVICE

The bottom line — HOW MUCH and 
HOW FAST.  At Indian Valley, we believe 
in providing our customers with quality 
products, exceptional service, and 
competitive pricing.  

We create value by matching the project 
requirements to the best possible price.  We 
then ship the goods when and where you 
need them, quickly and conveniently.  This 
level of service extends across the country 
and around the globe.

CUSTOM FABRICATION

Many of the containment systems we manufacture are built around a custom design.  We produce many 
systems for large and unusual structures.  Over the years, we’ve built tarps for many construction needs.

Whether the need is for more general requirements such as debris netting, windscreens, and scaffold 
enclosures to more specialized requirements like debris tunnels, roof bonnets, and industrial curtains, Indian 
Valley is a trusted source for standard and custom work. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE PROMISE

At Indian Valley Industries, we produce our containment systems with a simple theme - understand fabrics, 
provide standard and custom sizes, maintain quality workmanship, and offer value to our customers. With 
over 50 years experience, we practice this every day to ensure that the construction and painting/blasting 
contractors have what they need to get the job done.

We invite you to let the design team at Indian Valley to work out the challenges with you. 
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FULL RANGE OF STANDARD & CUSTOM FABRICS

At Indian Valley Industries, Inc., we know fabrics down to the thread.  Our knowledge of fabrics and 
manufacturing techniques comes from doing business since 1940.  Whether you’re looking for partial or 
total containment, we carry a full range of fabrics that will meet your needs.

QUALITY MANUFACTURING   

Fabrics are only the beginning.  Maintaining our position in the industry takes an ability to understand 
our customers and translate their needs into quality manufactured tarps and containment systems.  We 
manufacture tarps with tough, reinforced hems and rugged, brass grommets.

We check our manufacturing processes with solid, quality-control measures to insure the consistency of 
every shipped product.

Partial & Total Containment            UV & Flame Resistance         Impermeable & Impenetrable

E-TARP 85 BLACK
Great for

flexible containment specs.

E-TARP 85 WHITE FR
High quality, calendared 

monofilament.  Flame resistant.

COATED AIR BAG FR
Coated nylon for lightweight, total 

containment.  Flame resistant. 

COATED AIR BAG
Coated nylon for lightweight, total 

containment.

COATED 18oz PVC
For the most 

demanding project work.

ENVIRO 100 FR
PVC coated for 100% containment.  

Flame resistant. 

COATED AIR BAG FR
Heavy-duty option for demanding applications. 

PVC coated. 100% impermeable fabric.

E-TARP 85 BLACK FR
Great for flexible containment specs. 

Treated for flame resistance.

CUSTOM FABRICS
We regularly source fabrics based on 

specific project needs and job requirements.

POPULAR FABRICS



WHO IS INDIAN VALLEY INDUSTRIES?

Since 1940, Indian Valley Industries, Inc. has been a 
reliable and trustworthy manufacturer of a diverse 
product line. Focused primarily on environmental 
protection products for heavy construction, Indian 
Valley consistently provides the highest in customer 
service standards, delivering unrivaled support to our 
customers.   

Indian Valley Industries manages the materials 
acquisition process with a focus on logistics, giving 
our customers flexibility to plan their projects with 
confidence.  For 79 years, Indian Valley has built its 
business through the trust of our customers.  
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